**A. Level 40 Pilot Changes**
Introduction of new priority 45, all SRs of priority 30, 40, and 45 route through UFR to the zone, new fields available on service request.

**B. KFS/Maximo Integration**
Tradespeople will submit material requisitions in EZMaxMobile directly from a work order. The FM Procurement Team will receive the material requisitions in Maximo, convert them to a Maximo PO, and when materials arrive, receive on the PO. The status of the material order will be shown in EZMaxMobile and Maximo.

**C. Pilot Maximo Scheduler Application**
One zone will pilot this application, which provides flexible labor assigning and scheduling of work orders.

**D. Service Request Workflow Changes**
Implement changes to further streamline the service request workflow. Some of the changes are: SRs will go directly to the zone when submitted from the UFR, the automatic population of certain fields, email notification changes, person group changes.